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FIELDLINE® TACTICAL PATROL DAYPACKTM — READY FOR DUTY! 

Purpose Built to Carry Anything You Need to Get the Job Done Right 
 
Whether you’re headed out on patrol overseas or looking to discover a new trail in the local hills, your Fieldline® 
Tactical Patrol Daypack is ready for duty.  It’s purpose built to handle the rigors of an easy jaunt or hardcore day 
trip. That means it was designed to handle the weight, stress, load and organizational requirements of an operator 
who may have only himself to rely on, or may be relied upon to save those around him.  
 
The Fieldline Tactical Patrol Daypack measures 17 x 12.5 x 7 inches / 43.2 x 31.75 x 17.8 cm. This equates to 
enough room to carry all of your essential survival and tactical gear. The design is based on a roomy main 
compartment and large front accessory compartment with an internal three-pouch organizer to keep critical gear 
handy and instantly available. 
 
The pack’s front and sides are fitted with MOLLE (Modular Lightweight Load-carrying Equipment) Locking 
Systems. This makes incorporating your favorite MOLLE-compatible gear a snap, but also allows the operator to 
lash on a coat, rain gear or other additional load requirements your mission or outing may require. 
 
The generous dimension allows you to pack a lot more gear than a simple 10 essentials survival kit, so Fieldline 
Tactical not only took comfort into account, it was a priority when designing the Patrol Daypack. Comfort 
enhancements start with the padded-back design to shield the wearer from oddly shaped items digging into the 
shoulder blade, spine and kidney areas. The adjustable shoulder straps are padded and yoked for extra comfort.  

 
Because Fieldline Tactical works and plays as hard as you do, it also offers a Lifetime Warranty so you can take it 
to the field with confidence!  Fieldline Tactical is committed to providing high-quality packs, duffles and lifestyle 
accessories that are fully guaranteed against defects in workmanship and materials for the life of the product.  The 
Fieldline Tactical Patrol Daypack is available in Coyote and Digital Sand camo. 
 
To learn more about the Fieldline Tactical Patrol Daypack or any of the company’s rugged gear and accessories, contact 
Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032 • Telephone: (800) 438-3353, or visit online at 
www.fieldline.com.   
 

“Like” Fieldline on  to keep up with the latest news and for a chance to win a new Fieldline pack. 
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